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Figure I, 2007. Color sugar lift aquatint. Paper size: 26 x 21"; image size: 18 x 14". Edition 15.
Printed by Ianne Kjorlie.

Figure II, 2007. Color sugar lift aquatint with drypoint printed on gampi paper chine collé. Paper size:
26 x 21"; image size: 18 x 14". Edition 15. Printed by Ianne Kjorlie.

Two lovely baby-step prints join the grand Rocker
II triumverate. They are comparatively small, and the
dynamic reds and oranges of the Rockers are replaced
by a quiet umber. The woman in Figure I stands in
a dim room, brightened by a vertical zing of bright
yellow, as if from a curtain pulled open just a crack.
Threads of light glance against the opposite wall. The
woman is light on her feet, stretching upward, perhaps
in anticipation of the day.
In Figure II, the second umber print, light floods
the room, blinding out the figure’s head and one shoulder and glancing everywhere off the paper’s surface. A
long outstretched arm provides a horizontal zing. It
is an arm seen only in outline as light approaches it
from both above and below, diminishing its physicality.
The woman’s torso, strongly physical, is essentially in
shadow. The figure twists toward us, sinking down into
her hips and thighs, grounding herself.
Nathan Oliveira was born in 1928 in Oakland,
California, and lives in Stanford, California. He was

a professor at the university there from 1964 until he
retired in 1995. Peter Selz, writing in a catalog essay for
Oliveira’s 2002 retrospective at the San Jose Museum of
Art, speaks of “the evocation of mystery that a viewer
experiences in Oliveira’s work” and of “a depth of feeling refracted through artistic tradition and transmitted
to the spectator by the artist’s hand.” The artist’s hand
is everywhere apparent in these beautiful works made
rich and mysterious by an especially sensuous use of the
etching medium. Oliveira has been a painter and printmaker for nearly six decades, and is an inspirational
presence in the art world of the San Francisco Bay Area.
It is a great pleasure for us at Crown Point Press to
share these works of art with you.
					–Kathan Brown

